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Features Key:
An Ever-Expanding World: Each chapter in Book V has been made bigger and more interesting to discover, and what's even better, every place in the lands has been expanded beyond just the areas used as dungeons in the previous chapters.
The Leviathan Isle: The legendary Isle of the Sea Dragons now summons the highest number of Elden Lords in all of the Lands Between.
Numerous Enemies: The Leviathan Isle has many difficult monsters posing threats to the ending. Achieve and defeat them as you progress through the story.
A Dynamic Defense System: Although outmaneuvered and outmanned, you'll have no problem defeating fierce monsters with the incredible power of the Elden Ring if you put the right combinations together.
Multiple Paths to Final Victory: The story progresses several different routes. As with all Japanese RPGs, there is usually a happy ending, but there are also lots of means to destroy the world as you see fit.
Multiple Endings: If you defeat all of the bosses, a new path can be accessed. Beyond the mainline ending, there are many branching paths to pursue which will end with different results.
Lots of Dialogue: Although the story is presented in a limited way using audio, don't feel like you're listening to it with your ears! All of the text dialogue is displayed on screen, allowing you to read it naturally.

Elden Ring Story:

Elden Ring Main Story Ending The first of the games three game endings that spans between Chapters II and IV. Play the entire journey and all of the areas to do side quests. Play each main quest from the beginning of each chapter to unlock the game over ending.
Super-Capable Fighter Characters The three companions you recruit--Spartina, Hermia, and Ersilia--are all very powerful characters. If you go on your own quests, they will become your strongest enemies.
Endless Battle Mode In this mode, work your way through the story in real-time. When you enter battle, you will automatically enter the battle ring. You can switch out any of your combatants to change their battle roles, and you can order them to perform attacks. By selling your superior battle
experience, you can 
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What's new in Elden Ring:

Dungeon Survival Game - Lore Revealed 

Developer: Wube (for Battletoads =\> Ninja Warriors)
Platform: Windows, Xbox One, Playstation
Genre: Action-RPG
Release date: 8th February, 2014
Price: £8.99 / $9.99

The description states that "Dungeon survival games are known for their tight and strategic gameplay" but I'm not 100% sure that's what this is. The screenshot here kinda suggests
dungeon- 
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System Requirements For Elden Ring:

Windows 7, 8, 8.1, or 10 (64-bit) 1 GHz Dual Core Processor 2GB RAM (6GB Recommended) 3GB Video RAM (9GB Recommended) Graphics Card with support for Shader Model 3.0 2GB available
hard-disk space The new game mode features the first appearance of the new Grimm that makes up the core gameplay. While all the existing Grimm are customizable, the new Grimm are not.
While they can be customized with skins and cosmetics, they cannot be leveled
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